
Improve your international recruitment strategy with data
Successfully organize your recruitment process with relevant information about your target group



Successfully organize your international 
recruitment process with data

G!ant provides you with insight into your target group, their motivation to select a job or 

organization and their expectations of the application process. This audience information 

is available for 28 European countries and the United States. All this information is 

collected and made available to you in one dashboard.

Being a professional partner for the executive
board by analysing recruitment feasability

Increasing effectiveness of recruiting talent 
internationally by improving candidate experience

International recruitment marketing and 
employer branding

The G!ant dashboard helps you with: 

Countries included in the dashboard are colored red



All the information you need to manage expectations 
and develop a targeted international recruitment strategy 

For 28 European countries and the United States you will have access to the following information for more than 500 occupations:

✓ Recruitment feasibility: management information about target group size, scarcity indication and sourcing pressure 

✓ Development in actual demand, biggest competitors and agencies

✓ Job preferences: the most important employer benefits and drivers of your target group, nationally and internationally

✓ Orientation behavior: for choosing the media channels actually used by the talent you’re looking for 

✓ Passive jobseekers: get insight in the online behavior of your target group and improve your visibility and impact with passive jobseekers

✓ Socio-demographic information: helps you specifying the target group based on available talent 

✓ Candidate experience: improve the candidate experience based on local expectations and differences 

✓ International mobility: an important basis for attracting talent to your country 

Extra features:

• Filter on language to

recruit on language skills 

• Downloadable content

• Available in six languages 

Read more about our Datasource: GTAM and Jobfeed data from Textkernel

https://intelligence-group.nl/en/global-talent-acquisition-monitor
















One year full online access 

Choose the countries you’re recruiting in or 
get access to the full dashboard including all 

28 European countries and the United States. 

Be an expert on multiple fields

You can select any target group you want and 
get direct insight in background, drivers and 

recruitment feasibility. 

Learn how to use data for recruitment 

Every data point will be accompanied by tips 
about how to use the data to improve your 

recruitment efforts.   

Intelligence Group is leading international data and tech business, with focus on 

recruitment and labour market data, working for multinationals, governments and RPO, 

MSP and advertising agencies. For over a two decades, Intelligence Group data has 

supported their recruitment and business choices. 

Giant! is a product of Intelligence Group that enables you to understand how and where 

to recruit the best candidates effectively, in order for you to successfully organize your 

recruitment process.



100% data-driven labor market solutions. Intelligence 
Group is an international Data & Tech company in the field 
of labour market and recruitment data. We focus on 
collecting, storing and enriching labour market-related data 
for the purpose of improving the recruitment of employees 
(or staff) by employers and increasing international 
mobility. This data is made available to our clients via 
reports, innovative dashboards and API’s.

Textkernel offers leading-edge machine intelligence tools 
to help companies fill jobs faster. Our AI-powered 
technology improves the candidate experience and saves 
time when identifying the best candidate matches in both 
internal databases and external sources. Powered by 
multilingual CV parsing as well as semantic searching and 
matching tools, we help companies work smarter and 
more efficiently.
Jobfeed is Textkernel’s searchable database of real-time 
and historical job data published online. This unique big 
data tool provides the strategic job market insights that 
gives you a competitive edge.

www.intelligence-group.nl/en www.textkernel.com

http://www.intelligence-group.nl/en
http://www.textkernel.com/




We are happy to give you a live online demo

Please contact us via:

+31 88 730 28 00

info@intelligence-group.nl 


